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mean that a statistical search for homology will yield a 
proportion of comparisons which are not in accordance 
with any proposed pathway. The evolutionary path
way which we propose is based not only on the small 
number of base changes involved in each comparison but 
also on the minimal number of mutational events required 
to obtain the present day clupeines from the ancestral 
pentapeptide Ala-Arg-Arg-Arg-Arg. 
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Kinetics of RNA Labelling in Fractions 
enriched with Neuroglia and Neurones 
THERE are now methods of separating in bulk neuronal 
and neuroglia l cells1 • 2 , and we have used them to study 
the in vivo synthesis of RNA in these cellular fractions. 
There seem to be significant differences between the 
kinetics of labelling of the RNA of the two cell types. 

6- 14C-orotic acid (44·5 mc./mrnole) was given sub
arachnoidally to adult rabbits weighing 3-4 kg in a 
dose of 100 µc. in 0·2 ml. RNA was extracted with 
a mixture of sodium dodecyl sulphate and phenol at 
4°, followed by re-extraction of the phenol phase and 
interphase at 45° C, digested with DNase and analysed 
by centrifugat,ion in 5- 20 per cent sucrose gradients con
taining 0·l molar sodium chloride and 4 molar urea (15 h 
at 20,000 r.p.m. in the SW25 rotor of a Spinco ultra
centrifuge at 0°-4° C). The results are summarized in 
Fig. I. 

One hour after the injection of the precursor neuronal 
RNA had a lower specific activity than neuroglial RNA, 
while after 3-6 h it was much more heavily labelled. 
These differences were more clearly seen in the cellular 
fractions prepared by the method of Satake and Abe 2 

(Fig. la and b). Some of the most obvious differences 
were observed in the RNA fractions which sedimented 
before the 28S peak. These fractions represent a mixture 
of pre-ribosomal components and of DNA-like nuclear 
RNA of unknown function 3 which is synthesized more 
rapidly than the other types and is more rapidly de
graded•,•. The relative composition of neuronal RNA 
rich in th() ribosomal species and of glial RNA rich in the 
nuclear components m ay be the basis of the different 
kinetics of labelling which we observed. Other explana
tions, however, cannot be excluded. 

Fourteen hours after administration of labelled orotic 
acid the specific activity of neuronal RNA prepared by 
the method of Satake and Abe2 decreased consid()rably 
with little concomitant change in the specific act,ivity of 
the RNA extracted from the heterogeneous non-neuronal 
fraction (Fig. lb). This might b e explained by migration 
of neuronal RNA into cellular compartments not 
recovered with the nerve cell bodies, such as axons 
and nerve endings. The corresponding increase in the 
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Fig. 1. Kinetics of labelling of total RNA in fracti o ns enriched with 
neurones ( •) andneuroglia ( O ). (a) Method of Rose; (b) method of Sa take 
and Abe. Optical densities and radioactiv ity refer to <la ta obtained by 

integration of sucrose gracliPnt patterns. 

specific activity of neuroglial and to a smaller extent 
neuronal RNA prepared by the method of Rose1 (Fig. la) 
might reflect contamination of these frnct,imrn with sueh 
particulates. 
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Evidence for the Random Aggregation 
of Sub-units to produce Multiple 
Forms of Lactate Dehydrogenase 
in the Brains of Rat and Man 
LACTATE d ehydrogenase (LDH) activity is present from 
the earliest stages of a nimal devclopn1ent and has been 
d et,ected in the oocytes of hoth vertobrates ' and inverk
brat es2. It is now recognizod that th() enzyme is composNl 
of two typos of sub-unit", with separate structural genes', 
which probably combine randomly5 into t ctramors formi11g 
the five electrophoretically distinct forms, H 4 , H 3M, H 2M 2 , 

HM 3 , Jl,I4 • These have been numbered LDH-1 to 5, 
respectively, with LDH-1 being the most electropositiv(). 

The proportions of the LDH forms have been observed 
to change during the development of various tissues from 
rat5 , chick6 •', rabbit8 and human5 •9 , which suggosts t hat 
the two structural genes are under independent although 
possibly linked control. Attention has boon directed 
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